Group I Intron-Based Therapeutics Through Trans-Splicing Reaction.
In 1982, the Cech group discovered that an intron structure in an rRNA precursor of Tetrahymena thermophila is sufficient to complete splicing without assistance from proteins. This was the first moment that scientists recognized RNAs can have catalytic activities derived from their own unique three-dimensional structures and thus play more various roles in biological processes than thought before. Several additional catalytic RNAs, called ribozymes, were subsequently identified in nature followed by intense studies to reveal their mechanisms of action and to engineer them for use in fields such as molecular cell biology, therapeutics, imaging, etc. Naturally occurring RNA-targeting ribozymes can be broadly classified into two categories by their abilities: Self-cleavage and self-splicing. Since ribozymes use base-pairing to recognize cleavage sites, identification of the catalytic center of naturally occurring ribozymes enables to engineer from "self" to "trans" acting ones which has accelerated to design and use ribozyme as valuable tools in gene therapy fields. Especially, group I intron-based trans-splicing ribozyme has unique property to use as a gene therapeutic agent. It can destroy and simultaneously repair (and/or reprogram) target RNAs to yield the desired therapeutic RNAs, maintaining endogenous spatial and temporal gene regulation of target RNAs. There have been progressive improvements in trans-splicing ribozymes and successful applications of these elements in gene therapy and molecular imaging approaches for various pathogenic conditions. In this chapter, current status of trans-splicing ribozyme therapeutics, focusing on Tetrahymena group I intron-based ribozymes, and their future prospects will be discussed.